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TASKER HAS added a new line of
assembled cable drums with PUR sheath
cables and high-quality connectors
and created three different categories
according to application: audio, video
and data. In the audio section, the
TSK1038 PUR is a single pair DMX with a
2x 0.35mm² section and braided tinned
copper shielding and the C862 is a double
version (two 2x 0.35mm2) with added
Kevlar traction inner elements. They can
either be combined with the three- and
five-pin Neutrik NC3M/FXX-B and NC5M/
FXX-B XLR connectors if users want to
have free connectors and a Schill GTRM
series cable drum, or the cables can be
provided with one Neutrik NC3MD-LX-B
connector and one free, combined with
the Schill GTS0 series cable drum.
In the video categor y are the T42
PUR, a coaxial HD-SDI with a stranded
conductor and tinned copper double

braid, and the TR11 PUR Extraflex,
a triaxial cable with a stranded,
silver-plated copper conductor
and double braid, one in silver
and the other in red copper.

The T42 PUR can be combined with
a Neutrik NBNC75BWU13 751
rearTWIST HD BNC connector,
while for the TR11 PUR
Extraflex, Tasker uses

Fischer Connectors. Both solutions are
assembled with Schill GTS0 (free/free
connector combination) and GTRM (free/
panel connector combination) series
cable drums.
In the data section are the C725 PUR,
C728 PUR and C726 PUR. The first is a
Cat-5e S.-U.T.P. 26/19 AWG with total
braided shielding and double sheath;
the second a Cat-6A S.-F.T.P. 24/7 AWG
with single shielded pairs with aluminium
foil, tinned copper braid and double
sheath; and the third a Cat-7 F.T.P. 26/7
AWG with single shielded pairs with
aluminium foil and tinned copper braid.
All three cables can be combined with
Neutrik EtherCON NE8MC-B, NE8FDP-B
and NE8MX6-B connectors, mounted on
a Schill GTMFK series cable drum with a
lockable door to protect the connectors.
www.tasker.it
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FEATURING NFC Sync functionality
for easy frequency setting, Sony’s
new UWP-D series wireless
microphones – the UWP-D21,
UWP-D22 and UWP-D26 – are now
available. They offer support for

have been built with a ‘reduced
size and weight’ to allow for the
mobility required in a wide range
of applications, including news,
remote, documentary and sports
production.
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Bangkok International Trade and Exhibition Centre (BITEC), Thailand
The latest sound systems. Projection and lighting magic
like you have never seen. Augmented and virtual reality.
The most exciting technological innovations which deliver
wow experiences are shaking up not only live shows,
events and entertainment, but any business that can
benefit from enhanced experiential communications.
Check them out at Southeast Asia’s premier
Professional AudioVisual and Integrated Experience
Technologies event: InfoComm Southeast Asia 2020.
Organizer

Event Manager
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Supported By

The UWP-D21 system
Multi-Inter face Shoe (MI shoe)
and a new digital audio inter face.
The UWP-D series is designed
to deliver high sound quality with
low noise by skipping the D/A and
A/D process when used with the
new SMAD-P5 MI shoe adaptor
and compatible camcorders,
such as Sony’s PXW-Z280 and
PXW-Z190 XDCAM, using firmware
version 3.0, as well as the a7R IV
(ILCE-7RM4) 35mm full-frame
camera.
The NFC Sync feature,
meanwhile, automatically scans
for the appropriate frequency and
allows this channel to be sent
to the transmitter via Near Field
Communication. The systems

The UWP-D21 system features
the UWP-D21 bodypack
wireless microphone, UTX-B40
bodypack transmitter, URX-P40
portable receiver, ECM-V1BMP
omnidirectional lavalier
microphone and accessories.
The UWP-D22 bodypack wireless
microphone package comes
with the UTX-M40 handheld
microphone, URX-P40 receiver
and accessories. The UWP-D26
package includes the UTX-B40
bodypack transmitter, UTX-P40 XLR
plug-on transmitter and URX-P40
receiver, as well as the related
accessories.
pro.sony.com

